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CONVERSATIONAL DRILLS IN LOOK AHEAD 2: 
 AN ANALYSIS  
 
Adlia, S.S., M.Pd. 1 
Dr. Noer Doddy Irmawati, M.Hum.2 
 
Abstract 
This study examines conversational drills in look Ahead 2 an analysis, this study are 
revealed in the conversational drills in term of theme, values development, and culture. 
This is the relevance of the conversational drills to communicative competence of the 
learners. Analysis of textbook is one way to know the quality of textbook which is used in 
teaching and learning process. In teaching and learning process, textbook has an important 
role because of some reasons. First, the textbook is an important and functional book for 
students in school. The textbook has function to support and apply the curriculum, so it is 
designed and created based on the curriculum.  
  
Keywords: Conversation, Drills  
 
1 Mengajar di SMA 
2 Dosen UAD 
 
A. Introduction  
Language is an integral part of any culture. English has changed substantially in 
the last 1500 years of its use, reflecting patterns of contact with other languages and the 
changing communication needs of people. The significant changes in structure and use of 
language can be attributed to the effect of medium of communication. The global status of 
English has resulted in a huge textbook publication industry. A successful English language 
teaching (ELT) course-book can sell over a hundred thousand copies a year.  
Textbooks play a pivotal role in the realm of language teaching and learning and 
they are looked upon as an indispensable vehicle for foreign language learning. Textbooks 
serve many roles in an English foreign language classroom, namely teacher, map, 
resource, trainer, authority, and ideology. Gray1 holds that English language teaching 
publishers present a vision of the world in the texts they produce and despite being 
designed explicitly for the teaching of the language.  
Textbook is a collection of knowledge and concepts.  It is usually written by 
teachers, college professor, or education expert in specific field. Most teachers use 
textbook when they teach students.  It guides them in delivering a lesson to their students.  
Conversation is a daily casual form of communication to others.  It is the most basic 
and widespread linguistic means of conducting human affairs’ but though we speak and 
operate regularly in conversation, it is rarely that we plan or analyze. Conversation is 
constructed with spoken rather than written language. Speech is usually spontaneous and, 
by its nature, temporary because it has gone as soon as it has been spoken. Conversation 
is obviously far more than words.   
Evaluation generally applies to the process of making a value judgment. Evaluation 
is the matter of judging the fitness of a something for particular purpose. In education, the 
term evaluation is used in reference to operations associated with curricula, programs, 
interventions, methods of teaching and organizational factors. It is a sophisticated concept 
which includes the phases of selecting the information, analyzing, transferring, using and 
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making a decision on the quality of the curriculum. Curriculum evaluation is a necessary 
and important aspect of any national education system. It provides the basis for curriculum 
policy decisions, for feedback on continuous curriculum adjustments and processes of 
curriculum implementation. Evaluation process should be focused on gathering and 
reporting information that could help guide decision making in an educational program and 
curriculum development. Therefore, evaluation of textbook is also considered to function 
as a kind of educational judgment. 
Content in the textbooks should be persuasive enough to induce all the requisite 
skills suited to an esteemed society in the students. If the textbook is too advanced or too 
simple for the students the teacher will inevitably be faced with problems. In the selection 
of a textbook, it is important to conduct an evaluation to ensure that whether it is suitable 
or not. In addition to being a learning instrument, textbooks are also used as supporting 
teaching instruments. 
 
B. Methodology  
This research used content analysis. Content analysis is a research techniques for 
making replication and valid inferences from texts (or other meaningful matter) to the 
context of their use. As techniques, content analysis involves specialized procedures. It is 
learnable and divorceable from the personal authority of the research. As a researcher 
technique, content analysis provides new insights, increase a researcher understands of 
particular phenomena, or informs particular actions. Content analysis is a scientific tool, 
Klaus krippedoff Techniques are expected to be reliable. More specifically, research 
techniques should result in finding they are replicable. That is, researcher working at the 
different points in time and perhaps under different circumstances should get the same 
result when applying the same technique to the same data. Replicability is the most 
important from reliability.  
 
C. Research instrument  
The procedure began with preliminary observation to find out the problem faced by 
the students and teachers in English subject at the school. The succeeding activities were 
continued taking documentation and conducted interview. Then the researcher identified 
the book that would be analyzed after observation in our English class.  
 
D. Data collection  
The researcher used Look Ahead2 textbook of grade eleven by Erlangga. 
  
E. Data Analysis  
The process of Analysis the textbook are the following steps:  
1. Reading the conversational drills.  
2. Extracting the themes.  
3. Analyzing the lessons learned from the conversational drills.  
 
F. Discussion  
This study aims to evaluate the 10 conversational drills in Look Ahead 2 of grade 
eleven students. 
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Conversation I  
 
 
 
 
The theme of this conversation is courageousness.  The conversation tells about 
Sandra who told her problem to Eve that her friend always asked her homework and 
Sandra wanted to tell her to de her own assignments by she was afraid her friend will get 
mad at her.  The values development is moral strength, and the culture is applied in all 
counties.  
Conversation II 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The theme of the conversation is consensus.  The story tells about Jimmi who 
asked favor to his dad.  The values development is mutual agreement and the culture can 
happen everywhere.   
 
Conversation III 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
The topic is murder.  The story tells about Romeo who killed himself so the theme  
of this conversation is suspense.  The story has no values development and the 
culture can happen even in other countries.  
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Conversation IV 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The topic of the conversation is horror. The story tells about  Edo who saw  Dono 
at the 21 cinema last night.  Edo asked Dono to tell the story about the movie.  The theme 
of this conversation is suspense from this story we get no values development  and the 
story of the movie is about Indonesian culture. 
 
Conversation V 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The topic of the conversation is government’s law on banning cigarettes. The story 
tells about Eric’s opinion that since smoking is illegal it is important for the government to 
establish a law that will prohibit smoking in public place like cinema and hospitals.  We can 
conclude that the theme of this conversation is law adherence, the values development is 
adhering to the law and is an Asian culture and other countries.  
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Conversation VI 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The topic of this conversation is formalin’s effect on human body. The story tells 
about Komar who read the newspaper which says that some meatball sellers are suspected 
of mixing meatballs with formalin and Endmundo said formalin? have never heard of that. 
What is it? The theme is health hazard, and from the story we get the values development 
of health consciousness and an Indonesian culture. 
 
Conversation VII 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The conversation happened in a restaurant.  The story tells about the waiter who 
asked the woman about the roast beef.  The woman answered it’s just right, just the way I 
like it.  The theme of this conversation is quality services from the story we get values 
development is customer satisfaction and the culture is Asian.   
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Conversation VIII 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The topic of the conversation is unsatisfied service. The story tell about the 
customer who complained to the shopkeeper that she is disappointed with the shirt brought 
the other day in the shop.  The theme of this conversation is quality service.  From the story 
we get the values development of customer satisfaction, disappoint and is an Indonesian 
culture.  
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Conversation IX 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The topic of the conversation is Galuh Candra Kirana kingdom. The story tells 
about princess Galuh Candra Kirana of daha kingdom. In this story Galuh  was engaged  
to Raden Inu Kertapani, the crowon prince of Kahuripan kingdom. Their wedding almost 
failed because of Galuh Ajeng’s jealousy. Galuh Ajeng was galuh candra Kirana’s sister, 
and putri  say I guess why she was jealous. She loved the prince and wanted to marry him. 
Am I right? The values development is curious, it is Javanese culture.  
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Conversation X  
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The topic of the conversation is Buto ijo. The story tells about a Giant who wanted 
to give the couple a daughter from the cucumber. The theme of the conversation is 
generosity, from the story we get the values development of kindness and it is a Javanese 
culture.  
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G. Findings  
The findings of this study were as follows: 1. The manifestations revealed in the 
conversational drills: 1.1.  On theme, Courage, Consensus, Murder, Suspense, Law 
Adherence, Health Hazard, Quality Service, Sacrifice, and Generosity, 1.2. On Values 
Development. Honesty, Mutual Agreement, Adhering to the Law, Health Consciousness, 
Customer Satisfaction, Kindness, and Giving. 1.3. On Culture.  Javaness, Indonesian, 
Asians, and all countries; 2. The relevance of conversational drills o communicative 
competence of the learners are: use the language in casual talk, achieve fluency and enrich 
vocabulary, engage to real communication situation, apply learning easily, and develop 
quick and automatic responses; 3. Other conversational drills can be developed based on 
the findings of the study. 
 
H. Conclusion 
 Based on the findings, the following conclusions were drawn:  
1. The manifestations in terms of theme, values development, and culture were 
revealed in the conversational drills. 
2. The conversational drills are relevant to the communicative competence of the 
learners. 
3. Other conversational drills were developed based on the findings of the study.  
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